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Reaching through Teaching.  “Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations.”   Matt. 28:19
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Dear Family and Friends, 
Such an incredible volume of events that have transpired in such a 

short time that we could write a book! Ay ay ay! Our hearts are filled with 
joy and we worship the Lord for the great things He has once again done! 
So please join us in thanking the Lord as you enjoy this latest newsletter. 
You may notice a different “flavor” to it. We are still regrouping from 
these events. Also there are several ongoing ones so our time is very full.  
So our beloved friend and sister Jaira has taken the initiative to put this 
wonderful update together. 

Thank you for your participation in all that has and is taking place! 
God bless you! 

Serving about 90 children through the three weeks of Summer School, 
the theme of this year’s school unexpectantly emerged:  The Lord’s hand 
is apparent.  So many events; so many children; so many highlights.

Case in point.  It was cool and rainy on the next to last of Summer 
School.  It was cool and rainy the day after Summer School.  (Yes, even 

The LOrd’s hand is apparenT
For our God who can calm 
the winds and sea, nothing 
is too difficult for You
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in Mexico, it can rain in the 
summer.)  But on the day 
of the Grand Day Out, with 
130 children and adults, the 
trip to the beach was filled 
with sunshine and warmth.  
Oscar and Susie Alonzo 
cooked for everyone, which 
has become a tradition for 
many summers.

A blessing for Lucy, the 
birth of a granddaughter, 
could’ve been a real crisis 
for Summer School; Lucy 
has been preparing lunches 
for the children for many 
summers, but she took 
the first two weeks of 
Summer School to be with 
her newborn granddaughter and daughter-in-law.  However, 
she asked several ladies from the colony to prepare the food.  
Lucy arranged the menus and the purchase of the ingredients, 
and ladies from the colony and Shey from Rancho Tres Cruces 
stepped in to make made the meals for the children each noon.   
The hand of God was apparent. 

Angel, a young man from the colony, was the go-fer, 
delivering food, running errands, bringing water, and doing 
anything that needed to be done.  The hand of God was 
apparent.

A blessing for Amy, our primary teacher, and José, our 
Bible teacher, was an internship for the summer, working for 
YWAM Rosarito.  Crisis with red flashing lights for Summer 
School.  There’s never been a summer school without Amy, 
and José’s influence as a Bible teacher has been huge.  Once 
again, the hand of the Lord was apparent.  YWAM was willing 
to have Amy and José work in the afternoons during Summer 
School for the three weeks of Summer School so that we could 
still use our beloved teachers.

Another potential crisis for Summer School was when the 
college student who has been teaching the upper elementary 
class announced that she was going to spend the summer 
in the States with some family she hadn’t seen in years and 
years.  A blessing for her, but it left us short one teacher.  But 
then, the government of Mexico announced that that public 
school students would have to stay in school until July 17.  

We had to cancel the junior high program so our junior high 
teacher seamlessly moved to the upper elementary position.  
The hand of God was apparent.

And wait, the government’s edict created another potential 
crisis.  We had already scheduled Summer School for June 
30 to July 18, and the government wasn’t going to release the 
children until July 17.  It’s rather difficult to have a Summer 
School with no children....  Monica went to see the public 
school teachers in the colony.  Last year, the teachers were 
still in the office at the school during the first week of Summer 
School so they were able to see us in action.  The principal 
told Monica that they would release all of the children to us 
except for the children who hadn’t passed their achievement 
tests.  YAY, so now we had children but no place to hold 
classes.  So we planned to create stations at the church to 
rotate the kids through.  We visited the school on the Friday 
before Summer School.  We introduced our Summer School 
staff to the principal, and he decided that he would release 
all of the children - and the school’s classrooms - on the 
following Tuesday, following graduation for the school.  This 
is actually the most apparent working of the hand of God.  
During regular school, discipline is marginal.  The students 
run in and out of the classrooms at will, going to the store 
across the street, visiting the classrooms next door, etc.  On 
Monday, our Summer School staff went to school with the kids 

an example of amy’s illustration of Jose’s Bible lesson - the fruits of the spirit.

Continued on page 4
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above:  a sampling of the “stuff” for La Tienda.  Below left:  Jennifer is 
teaching the students a math lesson in “carrying.”  ana and her mother 
Fidelia cooked and served lunch for all of the staff and students each 
day for the first two weeks.  Below left:  Touched by the servanthood of 
the americans who come to serve year after year, pancho butchered a 
goat to make “birria” (barbecued goat)  for everyone in his garden.
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and just helped the teachers.  On Tuesday, our staff cleaned, 
organized and prepared for the regular school’s graduation.  
At the graduation, Monica invited all of the students to attend 
Summer School, regardless of whether or not they lived in 
the colony.  Mothers asked for transportation to get the kids 
from the other side of the highway to school.  We did.  More 
about that later.  

So during the first two days, the regular school routine 
applied.  Then, Wednesday morning, Summer School rules 
swung into action.  The public school teachers watched in 
amazement as the kids lined up quietly, with no shoving or 
pushing.  Our kids bowed their heads in prayer for two minutes 
with not a sound.  Our kids sat quietly in the seats throughout 
any and all of the lessons.  Our kids gathered around the 
hands-on science lessons, completely engaged.  The public 
school teachers were simply stunned.  How do you do that? 
they wondered aloud.  We just smiled.  The joy of the Lord, 
the love of the Lord, the knowledge of the Lord.  Beginning 
our mornings with praise, prayers and hugs sets the stage.  

Matthew 28:19  “Go and make disciples...” For us at Summer 
School, discipling also means disciplining.  Approximately 
25 percent of the students who attended Summer School were 
new to us and to the program, but our Mixteco kids modeled 
how to behave at Summer School.  After all, if our Lord can 
still the waters, He can certainly still the children.  The hand 
of the Lord....

PRESCHOOL PROGRAM.  In the nursery/preschool 
this summer, 12 children appeared daily.  Under the calm and 
firm tutelage of Amy Dalgas, a bilingual nurse from Salem, 
Oregon, the children heard Bible stories every day, learned 
how to play with each other, practiced lining up for snacks 
and washing hands.   Her number one helper this summer was 
Frances, a deaf young woman who lives in the colony.  

KINDER CLASS.  The kindergarten class was taught 
each day by Luz Edith, a certified kindergarten teacher who 
lives in the colony.  Her helper was Michelle, a teen who used 
to live at the orphanage in the village until Andy and Monica 

above:  it didn’t start out as a taco run; we just drove to town to buy fruit, but 
the pull of the yummy tacos was too strong. Jaira, allie, emily, Jessica, Jennifer, 
Monica, and sarah.  Left:  Luis Fernando leads his class down the hilll from 
the church to the school.  Below:  The primary class gathered outside of their 
classroom to have their photo taken with Jennifer. 

Continued from page 2
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took her in.  They also averaged about 
12 students a day.  Emily DeSantis, 
who just graduated from high school 
in Silverton, Oregon, also assisted 
with the kinders, teaching them 
letters, numbers, and social graces.

S P E C I A L L I T E R A C Y 
CLASS.Returning for a second 
year, a special education class was 
held for students who need assistance 
in reading and math. Allie Harris, 
a bilingual primary teacher from 
Salem, Oregon, gave ten students 
the kind of education that is not 
available in the colony.  She was 
assisted by Jessica Mashos, a fifth 
grade teacher from Salem.  On most 
days, they had assistance from Donfi, 
a young man who was not permitted 
to attend Summer School until Andy 
had a chat with his mother.  The 
mother is considered by many to be 
a practitioner of witchcraft.  Donfi 
is very reserved, but as a one-on-
one tutor with Fernando, both boys 
blossomed.

PRIMARY CLASS.  Amy 
Alvarez, Andy and Monica’s daughter 
who is studying architecture at 
the university, headed the primary 
class, assisted by Jennifer Long, a 
Spanish/p.e./computer teacher from 
Willamette Valley Christian School 
in Brooks, Oregon.  With 22 students 
a day, together they taught the very 
important skills of reading and 
writing.  They were assisted  many 
days by Julissa, who just graduated 
from junior high, and Limber, who 
just completed the tenth grade.  

ELEMENTARY CLASS.  The 
upper elementary class,with 20-23 
students a day, was taught by Ben 
Dalgas, a bilingual middle school 
teacher from Salem, Oregon.  He 
was assisted by Malquiades, who 
just graduated from high school.  
Malquiades’ family was quite a 
story - they barely missed being 
assassinated by a local drug gang 
in Sinaloa that was gunning for 

their father.  Literally he and his 
sister Lupita and mother Emiliana 
ran with only the clothes on their 
backs.  They’re living with his aunt 
in the colony.  Malquiades and his 
sister faithfully helped in Summer 
School every day, volunteering 
to do whatever they could to 
help the teaching staff.  (There’s 
another Hand of God example.)  
Malquiades hopes to go to the 
university to study Marine Biology, 
but he will not be able to apply 
until the second semester - his 
official records are back in Sinaloa.  
Both Malquiades and Lupita are 
actively involved in the Teen group 
at Mixteco Christian Fellowship, 
and they have expressed numerous 
times how happy they are to be in a 
small, loving community.  And we 
are looking for sponsors for both 
teens:  Lupita for her senior year 
in high school, and Malquiades, for 
second semester university.

SCIENCE.  A popular class 
with the students, science, was 
taught by Monica and her helper, 
Mayra, a student studying law 
at the university (Her average 
is 99%.)  Together, they taught 
the students about plants and 
photosynthesis and transpiration, 
magnets, landforms including the 
ever popular volcano, and states of 
matter.  Each lesson has two parts:  
a hands-on lesson and a worksheet.  
The students were required to keep 
a “folder of evidence” of their 
work.  Monica told the students 
that there would be a prize for the 
best folder of evidence.  Much to 
Monica’s surprise, mainly because 
the student never seemed to be 
paying attention, Ernesto won the 
coveted award of a set of magnets 
for the best folder of evidence.   The 
students grew plants from seeds, 
made islands and landforms from 
flour play-doh, made the volcano 
erupt, and learned about the states 
of matter.  Monica began with atoms 

Top:  The ultimate in recycling - lunch is served 
on reuseable plastic plates.  Middle:  The 
sweetest picture - three boys in prayer to the 
Lord.  Bottom:  a walk down the main street can 
yield a gorgeous vista.
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and their structure:  protons, 
neutrons, nuclei, explaining 
that everything on earth is 
made up of atoms.  Using 
beads from bracelets, the kids 
built models of atoms.  Always 
seeking ways to apply science 
to Christianity, the students 
all learned that “The Lord 
is very creative.  The Lord 
has already revealed it to us 
in Hebrews.  We understand 
by the Word of God that 
His creation is tangible and 
everything made of particles.”  
Using a solid (a baseball bat), 
liquid (a glass of water), 
or gas (a balloon).  Made 
from corn starch the kids 
learned about a fourth type 
of matter, called a suspension 
(It can act like a liquid, or, 
when pressed like a solid.).  
Monica challenged the kids 
to, instead of spending the 
money their parents give 
them for candy or snacks, to 
buy some corn starch.  THEY 
DID!  They also wanted 
to show their parents how 
volcanoes worked so the 
children carefully learned 
the lessons so that they could 
replicate it for their parents.

BIBLE.  Besides science, 
the other favorite class was 
Bible, taught by José, a young 
man from the colony who 
is studying architecture at 
the university.  He used the 

children’s Bibles donated 
by some friends at Calvary 
Chapel Salem to teach the 
lessons, and Amy illustrated 
the lessons on the board as 
he taught.  On the last day 
of regular Summer School, 
on the day before the Grand 
Day Out, José announced to 
the students that they must 
pay close attention because it 
was the last lesson.  “Wait,” 
cried out one boy from the 
Special Ed class, “we have 
one more day.”  “No, we 
don’t,” explained José, “for 
we’re going to the beach 
tomorrow for the Grand Day 
Out.”  “Then let us take our 
Bibles to the beach,” said 
the boy.  

La TIENDA. Another 
highlight of Summer School 
each week is “La Tienda.”  
On Fridays, the students 
get to “purchase” with their 
points some trinkets from 
the little store that is set up 
at the church.  Most years, 
the selection gets a little slim, 
particularly for the boys, by 
the end of Summer School.  
This year, the children were 
blessed by congregations 
in Crawfordsville, Salem, 
Silverton, Oregon; Fresno, 
Gridley and West Covina, 
California.  The students could 
buy shoes, Bibles, books, and 
a myriad of other things.  

LUNCH.  At lunchtime 
each day, the teen helpers 
were distributed throughout 
the church to assist with 
feeding kids, patrolling the 
play area, supervising the 
bathrooms (YES, THERE 
ARE BATHROOMS at the 
church!), washing dishes.  
Summer School went green 
three years ago, doing away 
with paper, and purchasing 
bright red cups and plates. 

The re  a r e  many 
more stories to tell, 
but the story of little 
José illustrates how 
much the children love 
to come.  José is new 
to us, and we don’t 
know where he came 
from.  After attending 
faithfully for two weeks, 
he approached Monica:  
“I’m not going to come          

      next week, and I’m so 

very sorry, but I need to go 
and work in the fields, and I 
need to obey my Mama.”

Monica replied:  “You’re 
practicing obedience and self-
control and you are honoring 
authority by obeying your 
mama, and you are earning 
points as far as I’m concerned 
and you can exchange your 
points at La Tienda.”   

So Thursday night at 
the church for the grand 
celebration with all of the 
kids’ parents, little José came.  
(His family does not attend 
church.)  The teachers spoke 
a little bit about the blessing 
of their children.  

Little José approached 
Monica:  “Thank you for 
these days you’ve allowed 
me to come,” he said,  Then 
he looked down and said, “I 
have to work.  I can’t come to 
the Grand Day Out.”  Monica 

On top:  recess this summer was managed by david,Leli 
and Lencho. Below: The preschool class was taught by amy 
and Frances each day.

The elementary class led by Ben and Malquiades studied 
geometry and anne Frank.



said, “Let’s pray, and we’ll ask the Lord to open the doors, and 
go and ask your mom if you can come to the beach with us.” 
And Friday morning arrived, and there he was. “ I came,” said 
José with a giant smile.   My mom let me come.”

Another great surprise for Summer School was the arrival of 
Crisi, the Mexican wife of an American missionary.  When the 
teaching staff arrived back to Andy and Monica’s after a long 
morning and afternoon, Crisi would have the house cleaned, 
dishes done, laundry hung out and dinner cooked.  She was only 
there for a week, and when her husband arrived at the end of 
that week, he thanked US.  “Thank you for having my family 
here,” he said (which includes three children).  We’re not sure 
if Shawn understands what a HUGE blessing Crisi is for the 
Summer School staff.

Susie Alonzo and her husband Oscar have traveled to the 
colony for years and years to teach Bible and to feed the people.  
Oscar has a mobile kitchen that he sets up and tears down 
wherever it’s needed - like at the beach for the Grand Day Out.  
Susie asked Monica:  “How do you organize Summer School? Do 
you all get together and have a Skype conversation or what?”

Monica simply laughed.  “Well,” she says, “it begins with 
prayer for the next Summer School the second this one is 
finished.”  She explained that the Lord just always brings the 
best people each summer.  “ We just know the Lord brings the 
people He wants here,” Monica added.    

The public school teachers also asked where we get all of 
the talented teachers.  Monica replied:  “Well, the Lord sends 
them our way.”

The other factor that contributes to Summer School’s success 
is that each day begins with the Word of God, prayer and praise.  
At Andy and Monica’s house each morning at 7 a.m., the teaching 
staff gathers.  Sometimes the lesson is in English; sometimes 
it’s in Spanish. Same for the prayers and songs.  Then, at the 
church, each day of Summer School begins with the gathering 
of all of the kids, volunteers and teachers.  The Lord God is 
boldly proclaimed, His praises are loudly sung, and His hand 
is made apparent.
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Left:  Before the 
children go to the 
beach, everyone 
gathers at the school 
for prayer.  The kids 
joyfully board the bus.   
Below:  Two friends 
having fun at the 
beach.  at the bottom:  
Monica taught science 
this summer, and here 
she is teaching the 
kids about matter.



 -- Fernando isn’t from the 
colony; I can almost bet he 
has a very hard background. 
He struggles with attitude 
problems and has a bad 
temper. He was in one of 
the reading classes I got to 
give a couple days before 
the official summer school 
began, and man, he got on 
my nerve! He was rude, 
disrespectful, a typical little 
bully. To my shame, I didn’t 
see him as a kid with a huge 
problem (absence of God’s 
love); I saw him as a kid who 
gave me a huge problem, so I 
decided to keep my distance 
from him. Somehow and 
in some way which I can’t explain, 
he warmed up to me, and God put love in my heart for him. 
     This may sound strange, but I love him as I would love my son. 
But the story doesn’t end here, the best part is still missing! One day, 
after classes and lunch were over, kids started taking off; the summer 
school day was coming to an end. Suddenly he comes running to 
me and hugs me with all his strength a couple of seconds as he says 
goodbye. I looked at his sparkling eyes and said, “Te quiero mucho, 
chulo!!!” which doesn’t really translate the same in English, but what 
I meant to say with all my heart are those words that we seldom say 
but sometimes don’t exactly feel: “I love you.” He smiled, something 
I observed he does not seldom do, kissed my cheek and ran off down 
the hill. My heart couldn’t have been happier, my soul not more 
content to see the seed of God’s love beginning to germinate in his 
heart. Each time I think of that moment, my whole inside smiles 
from head to toe, and I realize that prejudice often if not always 
hinders us from spreading God’s love... But I have learned that each 
soul we come across, even that which annoys us most, is that which 
has the most need of the LORD’s mercy and grace, most need of me 
to act and not remain in silence.                               Amy Alvarez

    But he said to me, “’My grace is sufficient for 
you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.’ 
Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about 
my weaknesses, so that Christ’s power may 
rest on me.” 2 Corinthians 12:9 Just when we 
think...”Lord I will serve, I will go when I 
am strong and ready,” God reminds us of our 
weaknesses being made perfect in Him.
    This summer I spent a month with my sweet 
Mexican family. Knowing I wasn’t at the level of 
Spanish I desired, I prayed for God to be glorified in 
my weakness. Would you believe what He did? Eva, 
one of the girls living at the Alvarez’s (the Father’s 
house) and I would read a daily Proverb from my 
Spanish Bible. Bible reading led to conversations 
about  relationship versus religion. God grew the 
friendship between us...due to my “weakness.” 
And the more we read together, the more Spanish 
sermons I understood, and the more I saw her 
reading her Bible individually. God morphed my 
weakness into His strength. God used it as fertile 
ground for Him to grow my hermanas and me!
      There is also a beautiful evidence of this 
Scripture I would be delighted to tell you also 
-about a goat :)  Ask me....       Jennifer Long

     It really was another beautiful summer school this 
year and the Lord blessed us with a wonderful group 
of kids. The 4th - 6th grade class actually ended up having 
around 23-26 kids a day and over 30 different kids came 
to our class. For math students learned how to find the area 
of figures like triangles, rectangles and a combination of 
shapes. They used this to determine the area of the wings 
of paper airplanes that we created, and then the students 
learned how to use a graph to compare the distance of the 
flight of each plane with the total area of the wings. 
     In reading class we read the story of Ana Frank and 
had many thoughtful discussions about the challenges 
that Ana faced and the qualities of a hero. After creating 
a definition of a hero, students learned to find evidence in 
the biography that demonstrated how she was a hero. Then 
students wrote an essay about a hero in their life. Many 
wrote about parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles who 

lovingly care for them. Several chose wrote about Bible 
characters who have inspired them as well. 
    It was a blessing to once again see our secundaria 
students from previous years taking on the important 
role as assistant teachers. We had a wonderful group of 
assistants and their were many who were assisting for the 
first time this year. Arely, David, Lencho, Leli, Lupita and 
others as they were able to come.
    On the last day of school when everyone was exhausted 
after a long week and we were halfway through the final 
tiendita (little store when the children can “cash in” their 
points for little presents), I asked Lencho and Leli if they 
would come down and clean the school with me. Without 
hesitation they joined me in scrubbing the floors and 
cleaning the bathrooms. I am so thankful for these young 
men with willing hearts that look for ways to serve Him..                                                             
               Ben Dalgas

reflections
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OTHER SUMMER PRAISES
Arriving with hearts to love and serve and work 

hard, Pastor Steve Spaulding and his family along 
with Pastor Jerry Cooksey came from Calvary Chapel 
Fresno in June. They completed the boys’  bathroom, 
and greatly advanced the girls’ bathroom. Gracias! 
We love & miss you guys! 

 Grand Day Out success! It’s never easy putting 
a beach trip together for 130 + people! There’s 
so many details from major (transportation?!) to 
minor (treats like ice cream which this year fell 
through the cracks... whoops!) Once again the Lord 
wonderfully works it all out to His praise and glory! 
From our dear friends at Rancho Poema loaning us 
their 50 + passenger school bus, (for several years 
now they have helped us with this!) to all the folks 
who contribute and help, as our dear sister Jaira has 
stated, “the Lord’s hand is evident.” Thank you too 
for participating!! 

  Jennifer Long coming to hang out and help both 
before and during Summer School. Gracias! 

 Sarah Coult visited for about a week on her 
way to Sinaloa where her family are missionaries. 
What a blessing to enjoy her company! Gracias, 
hermanita!  

    The Lord’s hand of protection in the many miles 
traveled and multiple border crossings recently. And 
in our new (for us!) van too! What a blessing!   

SUMMER PRAYER REQUESTS
Please join us in praying for:

Another young couple who the husband is relapsing • 
back into drugs. They’ve been married less than a 
year, so things are really difficult for them. 
Eder,  Rosalba and their new baby daughter. He is • 
just coming back around after several months of 
wasting his time and talent in old vices. They still 
have many challenges to go. 
Two young girls who lived with us while attending • 
Summer School last year and this year. They come 
from a very difficult “home life,” to say the least. 
We would welcome the opportunity to receive them 
into our family, so ask for prayer about all of this. 
 Michelle, who has lived with us for some time now, • 
has left to go with family in Sonora. She shared her 
decision rather unexpectedly, so we hope and pray 
she will be well.
 Now that she has graduated high school Eva too has • 
moved on. We’re happy for her as she looks forward 
to continuing her studies there in Oaxaca.    
Summer School 2015.  It’s not too early to begin • 
praying for the Lord’s guidance.

Top:  american children avoid the big yellow bus, but our children 
LOVe it.  Center right:  allie and her star student, Marta.  Bottom:  
Mayra, a university student studying law, helped to teach science.


